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Taotao atv 250 review

It's a lot of fun to ride an ATV, even when the weather is not-so great. You get an adrenaline rush and feel a sense of freedom, regardless of whether the sun is shining or the rain is pouring. However, you may experience a problem or two on the trail, so it's important to be prepared. There are numerous ATV accessories available in stores and online,
but some are more useful than others. Our buying guide below includes some of the best ATV accessories on the market. Why Trust Us Our reviews are driven by a combination of hands-on testing, expert input, “wisdom of the crowd” assessments from actual buyers, and our own expertise. We always aim to offer genuine, accurate guides to help you
find the best picks. Learn more Best Overall RUGCEL Waterproof Synthetic Rope Winch Check Latest Price If there’s one accessory that every serious ATV rider should have, it’s the RUGCEL Waterproof Synthetic Rope Winch. This particular model is actually designed for use with not only your ATV, but also UTVs, cars, trucks, multipurpose utility
trailers, and more. It’s a powerful and versatile winch option. It features a strong, 7.2 horsepower 12-volt series wound motor with a three-stage planetary gear system with a free-spooling clutch. It also comes equipped with 100 feet of 7/16-inch nylon rope and a rugged aluminum guidance cable.An incredible 13,500-pound load capacity and a
rugged, forged clevis hook ensure that you can get out of any situation with this powerful winch system. This unit also comes with a waterproof cover and a one-year warranty on all electrical components for added peace of mind. There is some concern over the overall strength and durability of the nylon rope itself, but overall, this winch is an
excellent value. Best Value NOCO Genius 5, 5-Amp Fully-Automatic Smart Charger Check Latest Price Few things are more annoying than preparing for a fun day of ATV exploring only to find out you have a dead battery and aren’t going anywhere. That’s where the NOCO Genius 5 Smart Battery Charger comes into play. Since many ATVs aren’t used
daily and can sit for weeks without being started up, having a fully automatic battery charger on hand is a necessity for an ATV rider. This particular model is 34 percent smaller and 65 percent more powerful than some of NOCO’s previous offerings. It’s designed to charge your 6- or 12-volt lead-acid automotive, marine, or deep-cycle batteries,
including gel, AGM, flooded, or lithium-ion batteries. It can charge a dead battery as low as 1-volt, or you can use it in the all-new “Force Mode” to manually begin charging dead batteries as low as zero volts. With built-in overcharge protection, you can leave it plugged in 24/7 to ensure that you never have a dead battery again. Some users complain
that operating instructions are a little vague and tough to understand. Best for Night Rides Nilight Spot Flood Combo Bar Check Latest Price When daytime ATV trips turn into nighttime excursions, the Nilight Spot Flood Combo Bar helps streamline the transition seamlessly. It also has the ability to maintain visibility for greater distances. The Nilight
light bar contains a protective housing and sturdy brackets that make it waterproof, dustproof, and quakeproof while maintaining great performance. The Nilight contains a spot beam for long irradiation distance, a flood beam for broad view area, and a combo beam that provides excellent visual effects. The Nilight is durable and withstands most
climates. It contains die-cast aluminum alloy heat sinks which effectively dissipates heat. This creates a cooling effect and maintains the lifespan of the Nilight. This option contains an adjustable sliding bracket, offering the convenience of position flexibility when necessary. The Nilight contains 1PC 72W LED light bar and mounting brackets, as well
as a Lumens: 4790lm bulbs. No other night light provides the nighttime visibility you need better than Nilight. However, this unit produces a static discharge that can mess up AM frequencies. Also, double check prior to purchase to see if your state requires a special permit to run something this bright on your ATV. Best for Hydration Check Latest
Price Another great option is the Coleman ATV Cupholder. This accessory comes in handy when you’re in need of a device to hold beverages that help you stay hydrated during warm and cold adventures. The Coleman cup holder is made from durable polypropylene, giving you the confidence that your beverage container will maintain its integrity for
years to come. This option contains a self-leveling feature and universal mount, providing users the flexibility necessary to accommodate their specific ATV needs. Coleman’s spill-resistant, hinged design keeps a cup, can, or bottle up to 16.9 fl. oz. level inside the holder regardless of how steep the hill is. This option also provides quick, hassle free
assembly. It contains a universal wing nut mount that easily attaches to your handlebar without the use of tools. Unfortunately, this cup holder is not large enough to accommodate your larger insulated cups and water bottles, but is made for single-use water, juice, and soda bottles, and 12-16 ounce cans. Honorable Mention Black Boar ATV Rear
Storage Box Check Latest Price The most important accessory for every long-haul or multi-day ATV excursion is the Black Boar ATV Rear Storage Box. Users need confidence in a storage accessory that will keep their valuables safe and secure while navigating all terrain. This option is constructed of durable impact resistant polyethylene material
made to withstand impact at every turn. It contains a cushioned seat to provide comfortable seating during ATV navigations. Black Boar contains an integrated rust resistant stainless steel lock with keys and adjustable latches. This option contains mounting hardware compatible with most tubular racks. Black Boar contains over 7 cubic feet of dust
and water resistant storage space. This provides ample storage space while maintaining the integrity of stored valuables. Black Boar provides the durability and quality ATV users demand while keeping their valuables safe, earning its honorable mention on this list. One thing that would improve this particular model is extra padding on the armrests
for a more comfortable ride for your rear passenger. When you select ATV accessories, choose them according to function before comfort. This will help you to know the must-haves versus the accessories you can set aside. Research the locations you wish to visit on your ATV. This will not only help you to figure out the accessories you need, but it will
also prepare you for problems specific to those areas. No matter how prepared you are, carry extra straps. Your belongings can easily fall off if you ride on rough terrain. Straps will reinforce your tie-downs and ensure you don’t lose any valuables. The more you explore, the more your ATV accessory list will expand. Top on your list should be a firstaid kit, basic tools (for maintenance), a tire repair kit, and protective wear. Q: Do ATV accessories come with an ATV?Your ATV may come with protective wear. It is up to you to assess your needs and purchase aftermarket accessories that suit your preferences. Costs will vary, but many items will be worth the investment. Q: Can I install ATV
accessories by myself?Most ATV accessories come with manuals to guide you through the setup process. ATVs are also designed to accommodate a few features for the best performance. If you cannot install the accessories by yourself, auto shops and accessory dealers can help. Final ThoughtsThere are too many ATV accessories to count; however,
the RUGCEL Waterproof Synthetic Rope Winch is one of the top options. If you want a high-value, affordable accessory, the NOCO Genius 5, 5-Amp Fully-Automatic Smart Charger won’t disappoint. MORE TO READ Once you make the decision to buy an ATV, and which one you want, it's time to think about getting new or used. It all boils down to
how much you can afford for what you want. If you'd rather not spend as much and can tell how a used ATV was treated, it might be worthwhile to buy used. Buying new is always nice. You get that new quad smell, you know what you're getting, (including a warranty!) and there's a certain satisfaction that goes with a brand new ATV. They're more
expensive, but there's the piece of mind that is often worth its weight in gold. If you've decided to buy new you should shop around. Check with all the dealers in your area and don't be afraid to play them against each other. Don't buy something on your first time out, it will let the dealer know you're not going to be pushed into something you really
don't want. One thing dealers try to do is sell you what they want. That usually means getting more than you wanted in the first place. When you buy a new ATV you should get what YOU want. If you're not sure what you want, it is best to visit as many dealers as you can and look at as many different types of ATVs as you can. Once you've made your
choice on what to buy, start thinking about how much you're willing to pay. Most dealers will deal with you to get the sale, so try to get them to lower the price or at least throw in some extra goodies with the sale, like accessories or some ATV safety equipment. Buying used is great if you're on a low budget, if you're a first-time buyer, or if you know
who owned it previously and you're sure it was well taken care of. If you know someone that knows motors and ATVs, they might be able to help you find a used ATV that's in good condition. One thing to watch out for is damage from a crash. Look for a bent/cracked frame, rust, loose parts, and dings/dents in the rims or undercarriage. Also, check the
steering stop for marks that would indicate it was slammed on the front wheels either from a jump or from crashing into something. A compression check is also important. Buy a Used ATV From a Dealer or Mechanic Sometimes you can't get the quad you want new and don't want to take a chance on buying used. Consider buying from a reputable
mechanic in your town or a dealer. They often get ATVs in trade and re-sell them after testing and fixing many possible problems that can come with a used quad. Buying a used ATV from a dealer or mechanic is a good way to get a better price on an ATV that is usually going to be in better condition than if you buy from a private party. They know
what to look for and will take care of any major problems before selling the ATV.
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